This isn't news; it's just America

T

o read the papers you'd think that we were a nation
of hoodlums. But, newspapers or not, what makes this
the wonderful nation it is keeps right on happening .
quietly.
Remember for example:
.. The thousands of hard-working, dedicated teachers
who stay after school to help straighten out the twisted
thinking of troubled boys and girls.
. . . The countless nurses and young interns who don't quit
at the end of their shift, but go back to the bedsides of a
frightened child or a desperately lonely old woman .
. . . The workmen who donate week-ends to rebuild a
widow's cottage shattered by storm, or a small town
church destroyed by fire .
. . . The young men who risk their security and their savings to launch a business - for profit, yes, but also to try to
create something worth-while in this country of theirs .
. . . The countless parents who deny themselves necessities
to give their children health and education advantages
they never had.
. . . And underpaid ministers, hard-working fund raisers,
and especially - especially those young men in uniform
offering their futures, their lives for their country.
There may be no news in good news like this, but it
helps you rise above a lot of the sordid kind, doesn't it?
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20 billion dollars worth
of Federal confusion

E

VERYONE

knows that duplication of effort is wasteful. But

listen:-

20 Federal agencies and departments handle 470 educational
subsidy programs.
112 poverty aid programs are handled (or confused ! ) by 11
separate agencies.
69 vocational programs operated by 8 different Federal
agencies are supposed to be training manpower.
43 separate programs for children are administered by 5
different agencies.
56 various water programs are "managed" by 7 unrelated
Federal agencies.
It (and more of the same) adds up to 1091 Federal-assistance
programs costing you more than 20 billion dollars a year ! And
yet Washington says all its spending is necessary; it cannot
possibly balance the budget!

Trees are delimbed, debarked and
cut into 8 foot length s by the
Arbomatik8 Processor.
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American business adds a
new department-neighborhoods

troubled Watts, Los Angeles, Aerojet-General
Corporation bought a building and hired 45
Negro men and women to make tents - a product with a high labor content. Today 450 have
good jobs there.
United States Gypsum Company in New York,
Chicago and Cleveland, buys slum apartments rebuilds and modernizes them for local non-profit
groups, which rent them to lowest-income families at bargains.
Also in Cleveland, Warner & Swasey has organized the Negro-managed Hough Manufacturing
Company and is training unemployed "unemployables" to make needed products such as machined
parts. We'll supply working capital and technical
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assistance until the concern is self-sufficient, and
then let the workers buy it if they wish.
In Philadelphia, Smith Kline & French helped
a housing authority cooperate with a private developer to buy old run-down houses, make modern apartments of them, and rent them at low
rents to poor families. (It's worth recording that
these tenants are taking pride in keeping up their
sparkling-clean homes, and Warner & Swasey is
having the same experience in the slum apartment
we rebuilt) .
None of all this is easy, and it is costly indeed
in money and especially in time and effort. But
we for one are finding a vast satisfaction in getting involved in this business of being a good
neighbor, in community preservation.

N:tmerically controlled Punch
presses made by W artter &
Swasey's Wiedematm Division
ittcrease productiott in
hundreds of shops.
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When you're worried about America, read this:-

1914 an American worker had to work 6 hours
and 44 minutes to earn enough to buy a shirt. Today he earns a better shirt in 1 hour and 49 minutes.
In 1914 he worked 1 hour 37 minutes for a pound
of butter; today, 19 minutes.
In 1914 1 hour 14 minutes for a pound of bacon;
today 22 minutes.
In 1914 12 hours 52 minutes for a good pair of
men's shoes; today 6 hours 54 minutes.
List everything you eat, wear, use - the story is
much the same. Better machines bought with savings,
and better used, produce more at lower cost, and so
give everyone a h igher standard of living.
And what do we do with our leisure time? In
spite of the filth peddlers we read more good books,
attend more concerts of serious music, spend more
time in museums, donate more time as well as money
to charity and education.
Beatniks and rioters may get the headlines (unfortunately) but the decent hardworking Americans
go quietly on their way, making this country the envy
of the world.
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Short-run metal fabricators use
this tape controlled Turret
Punch Press, product of Warner
& Swasey's Wiedemann Division,
to manu facture parts at productionline sp eeds and costs.
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Would our immigrant ancestors
be proud of us now?

HEY came to this country to work, asking
for nothing but a chance. Some went hungry but that made them work all the harder.
Many succeeded. And this hard work and selfrespecting character are what built this nation.
What would they think, today, of one city
alone where more than a million get welfare
and thousands more join that horde every
month? Where women are paid out of public
funds, even for illegitimate children! Where
thousands riot, burn, murder not for a chan ce to
work and earn but for more relief!
And especially what would they think of politicians, in the nation they built, who keep themselves in power by promising more free welfare

T

with no demand to earn it.
Ashamed, yes, but there's still a lot to be
proud of. Countless young men taking any job
they can get (and they can all get something)
and then doing it well, knowing that in America there is sure progress for the good worker.
And young wives working by day, housekeeping
after hours, to pay their family's own way and
save for a self-respecting family future. And the
vast majority of Americans living within their
incomes, obeying the law, working and studying
to improve themselves and their communities.
Such people aren't in the newspapers nor
newsreels, but the fact they are here is what
keeps this country free and great.

One of a new line
of Warner & Swasey
hydraulic cranes is this
18-ton self-propelled model.
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When banks, business and churches join hands
something good is bound to happen

5 banks, three churches of various faiths are
buying property in just about the worst block in the poorest slum
in Cleveland. We will modernize the apartments, rebuild the big-oldonce-fine houses for large families, tear down the hopeless buildings and
eventually build single-family homes on the sites. And we'll do it with
our money, not wait for government.
Warner & Swasey will manage the rehabilitation, the banks and
we will put up the money, the churches will then run the operation.
That, we think, is a good working partnership. We know it can be done
-Warner & Swasey has had experience in rehabilitating three old apartment houses, one completed months ago and now successfully operating
and providing clean modern living for self-respecting families.
This is an invitation to other cities to come and watch this latest
venture- an adventure in decent living.

' V fARNER & SWASEY,
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Turret Lathe using cut-off tool
made by Manchester Tools, a
Division of Warner & Swasey.
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Feeling younger, since July?
Holding your head a little higher? Facing the future with more
comfortable assurance?
You have a right to.
That's what three splendid Americans backed by thousands of
men and women workers and hundreds of precision machines and
instruments have presented us with - a lifting away of some of
the fears and uncertainties that had begun to weigh us down as
a people, like old age.
Who can have any real fears about the future now - men have
proved that hard, dedicated work plus man's technology can
accomplish what was considered impossible just a few short
years ago.
If these astronauts and their b ackers had taken the attitude of
somebody-else-take-the-dangers-not-me or something-for-nothing
-we wouldn't be on the moon; we'd be closer than ever to the
quicksand where that sort of greedy attitude always lands everyone.
It's a great country! We're proud to be part of it.

Road map. Hundreds of photographs of the moon,
taken over many years, were used to help plan the
infinite details which made the moon trip possible and successful. They were taken by a telescope
made years ago by Warner & Swasey. (It was our
experience in that precision manufacturing which
helped pave the way for our later developments
in Numerical Control of machine tools).
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We're not running for office
so we can speal{. our minds

1. No taxpayer we know would allow anyone
to go hungry, but he's getting tired of soaring
relief rolls in this decade of all-time high prosperity, and he feels he's being over-taxed to
support people not willing to look very hard
for jobs to support themselves.

2. We believe leaders who know far more
about it than we do got us involved in Vietnam,
and other leaders will get us out as soon as it
is safe for America, but in the meantime we
believe we should support our fighting men
and not support our enemies by attacking our
government.
3. We think every worker should be paid well
for what he produces, but we object to the kind

of inflation brought on by unions who demand
more and more money for no more productivity.
4. Every American should get as much education as he can afford and absorb, but we think
unkempt youngsters trying to tell a college
what to do should be disciplined and sent home
until they learn manners.
5. We believe this is the greatest nation in the
world but that's in spite of- not because oftoo many politicians who keep themselves in
power by squandering the taxpayers' hardearned money.
And we think the great majority of the 200
million Americans feel the same way we do.
We hope they'll say so.

The new Warner & Swasey
Log-All" cuts trees, gathers and
transports them for jurthe1
processing,
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It's a good thing there wasn't anybody around
to help the Pilgrims

T

landed in a forbidding wilderness. No Federal Housing, so they
went to work and built their own. No Free Stamp Program, so
they raised what food they ate, and when they didn't raise enough, went
without.
HEY

No Free Schools, so mothers taught their children. No Recreational
Programs- they were too busy working. No anti-draft riots- everyone
was expected to share in the protection of his country. No Social Security
-no security at all, except what each provided for himself.
But there were compensations. No rioters demanding something for
nothing. No unwashed "students" telling their mothers what to teach. No
wasteful bureaucrats paying themselves out of the workers' production.
Nothing, really, for the Pilgrims but hard work and a lot of it.
Did it pay off?
Our standard of living proves it.
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